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  We are dedicated to We are dedicated to 
supplying architects, supplying architects, 
interior Designers and interior Designers and 
office fit-out companies office fit-out companies 
with thoughtful, with thoughtful, 
sustainable acoustic sustainable acoustic 
products which help people products which help people 
feel happier, calmer and feel happier, calmer and 
more comfortable in more comfortable in 
commercial settings.commercial settings.””

All our products are Made in Britain certified and are designed and 

manufactured in our factory and warehouse in Watford, UK. 

What does this mean for YOU?What does this mean for YOU? 
  Access to a wider range of innovative acoustic products

  Increased services and even more expert knowledge

  All products will still be designed and made in the UK

  Same friendly, approachable staff… just a few more of us

  30 bird-inspired colours to choose from and more coming soon

  Same competitive pricing and fast lead times

  Increased options for you to specify sustainable acoustic solutions

  Even more reason to visit our London showroom to get the full AllSfär experience

Get in touch to learn more about how we can 
support you create award-winning interiors

haS acquiredhaS acquired
EXCITING NEWS!EXCITING NEWS!

““
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Putting sustainability at the forefront Putting sustainability at the forefront 
of everything we do is crucial.of everything we do is crucial.

We use 100%  
renewable energy* 

60% post  
consumer waste  
recycled content  
in our felt

280 – average  
number of recycled  
plastic bottles in each 
2440mm x 1220mm  
felt panel

0% Formaldehyde  
binders and very low  
VOCs in our products

*for all UK manufacturing processes.

Investing in 
sustainable, innovative 
materials including 
mycelium and hemp.

We generate 40%  
of our power through solar 
panels  installed at our 
warehouse and factory

FIKA mycelium acoustic wall tile



We take inspiration for our products and colours 
from nature and have introduced a range of exciting 
and unique bird-inspired colours. As humans we 
have an innate desire to connect with nature and 
there’s increasing evidence showing that this is vital 
for our wellbeing and happiness. We want to make it 
as easy as possible for architects, interior designers 
and specifiers to include elements of biophilic 
design in their projects and our bird-inspired colour 
range is an innovative and easy way of  connecting 
the built environment to nature.

OUR COLOUROUR COLOUR
RANGERANGE

76

Chaffinch
CORAL

Rosella
RED RED FLECK

Rosella
ORANGE
Oriole

ORANGE FLECK
Oriole

Siskin
SAND YELLOW

YELLOW
Canary

YELLOW FLECK
Canary

PINK
Flamingo

MUSTARD FLECK
Lark
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Turaco
OLIVE GREEN

Warbler
SAGE GREEN

GREEN FLECK
Goldcrest

TEAL FLECK
Peacock

TEAL
Mallard

DARK BLUE
Swallow

BLUE FLECK
Jacarina

BLUE FLECK
Kingfisher

PURPLE FLECK
Sabrewing

DARK BEIGE FLECK
Owl

BEIGE
Wheatear

BEIGE FLECK
Wheatear

GREY
Sanderling

BLUE GREY FLECK
Dollarbird

GREEN
Woodpecker

GREEN FLECK
Woodpecker

BLACK
Raven

WHITE
Dove

GREY
Heron

GREY
Skua
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Acoustic CeilingsAcoustic Ceilings
Ceilings play an important role in managing 
acoustics but they are often left behind 
when it comes to creativity. We have 
designed an exciting range of acoustic 
ceiling treatments that are not only 
functional but are visually exciting too.

  Range includes suspended acoustic ceiling baffles, 
acoustic rafts and acoustic lattices 

  Designs include simple shapes, patterns and biophilic 
elements to more complex lattice designs for truly 
stunning acoustic ceilings

  Available in a range of 30 bird-inspired colours

  Printed options available for projects that want the  
look of hard surfaces such as wood and concrete  
whilst improving reverberation

  Easily retro-fitted to existing ceilings

  Designed and manufactured in UK

  No formaldehyde binders

  Low VOCs

  Fire RatingEN 13501-1:2007+a1:2009 - B, s1,  
d0 ASTM E84-16 Class A

ELEVATINELEVATING ACOUSTICSG ACOUSTICS
11 BreezeSense printed acoustic baffles
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BREEZEBREEZECURVECURVE
BreezeCurve is a truly unique product in terms 
of acoustic ceiling solutions. The ability to 
install bespoke curved ceiling baffles to a space 
will not only provide a stunning statement 
ceiling but also help create calm throughout. 
BreezeCurve baffles are available in a range of 
colours and can be made to bespoke sizes and 
curves depending on your specific needs.

  Unique curved acoustic ceiling baffles

  Totally bespoke design options available

  Ideal for creating a visual statement

  Available in 30-bird-inspired colours

NEXUSNEXUS
Nexus is our latest acoustic ceiling system 
designed to reduce noise without compromising 
the visual aesthetics of a space. The system 
is completely modular and customisable. 
Accessories such as lighting and planting 
can be installed alongside Nexus to create 
statement ceilings for those projects that need 
an extra bit of magic.

  Innovative modular acoustic ceiling system

  Designed and manufactured in the UK

  Made from 60% recycled PET 

  Versatile – can be configured to fit any space 

  Innovative way to introduce biophilic elements by  
adding live plants

  Unique way to manage acoustics and create a  
statement on the ceiling

  Unrivalled in the marketplace in terms of quality  
of printed wood finishes and quality of baffles,  
including details such as end caps

  Available in realistic wood finishes and our 30  
bird-inspired colours

Nexus acoustic ceiling solution

BreezeCurve  
bespoke baffles

BreezeCurve  
bespoke baffles

Nexus acoustic ceiling solution
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 FLOTT Acoustic    FLOTT Acoustic   
 Ceiling Tiles Ceiling Tiles
Our exciting range of acoustic ceiling 
tiles are an excellent way to create some 
more interest in a standard ceiling grid. 
This unique range of acoustic ceiling tiles 
can be used either as a complete ceiling 
system or as a selection of tiles installed 
in strategic areas to create zones and 
provide increased sound absorption. 

BREEZEBREEZESENSE PRINTED SENSE PRINTED 
ACOUSTIC BAFFLESACOUSTIC BAFFLES
Featuring high resolution realistic wood and 
concrete effects. Ideal for projects that want 
the look of a hard surface whilst improving 
noise and reverberation.

TRUFFLE
OAK

ENGLISH
OAK

SESSILE
OAK

SILVER
OAK

HOLM
OAK

PURE
WALNUT

RAW
CONCRETE

WARM
WALNUT

14

BreezeSense printed baffles

Flott acoustic ceiling tiles
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Aurora ceiling raftBreeze ceiling baffles

BrrezeSense printed ceiling baffles

BrrezeSense printed ceiling baffles

Breeze ceiling baffles
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  Diffuse Acoustic   Diffuse Acoustic 
 Screens  Screens 
Diffuse acoustic screens combine design aesthetics 
with acoustic practicality to increase comfort and
wellbeing in the workplace. The flexible, modular 
design includes a range of different sizes which can
be easily configured and re-configured to define 
different spaces depending on the changing needs  
of the office.
 

  Flexible, modular design

  Mobile option with castors available

  Defines different spaces, creating a space within a space

  Unique curved ridge design enhances acoustic properties

  Available as straight, curved and corner screen options

  Choice of height and widths

  Made from 50% recycled PET from plastic bottles

  Completely safe for the office with no formaldehyde binders  
and low VOCs

  All screens pass BS 5852: 2006 Clause 12, Ignition Source 5  
(Crib 5)

PRIVACY PRIVACY 
        REDEFINED        REDEFINED

Diffuse Screens
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  DIFFUSE ACOUSTIC      DIFFUSE ACOUSTIC    
 FURNITURE  FURNITURE 
Diffuse Acoustic Furniture has been designed 
with total flexibility in mind. Whether you need 
a quiet area for focussed work, a private space 
for zoom meetings or an area to facilitate 
collaboration, Diffuse delivers flexibility and 
choice and can be configured any way you need.
 

  Flexible, modular design

  Mobile options for single WorkBox with castors for  
added flexibility

  Ideal solution for hybrid and activity based working

  Unique curved ridge design enhances acoustic properties

  Single desk and multiple desk options

  Choice of height and widths

  Choice of desk finishes

  Made from 50% recycled PET from plastic bottles

  Completely safe for the office with no formaldehyde  
binders and low VOCs

  All screens pass BS 5852: 2006 Clause 12, Ignition Source 
5 (Crib 5)

TOTTOTAL AL 
FLEFLEXIBILITYXIBILITY

Diffuse WorkBox configuration

Diffuse Screens and Diffuse WorkBox
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  DIFFUSE CEILING RAFTS   DIFFUSE CEILING RAFTS 
Diffuse Rafts are a great option if you’re looking 
to create a visually striking ceiling. The curved 
design enhances the acoustic properties whilst 
adding some design flair to an area that is often 
forgotten when it comes to creativity. The Rafts 
are designed to match the Diffuse floor and 
wall-mounted screens – ideal if you’re looking 
to create a seamless look and feel.

  DIFFUSE WALL   DIFFUSE WALL 
Diffuse screens are not limited to being used as 
freestanding screens, they can also be easily 
fixed to the wall to create texture and interest 
to otherwise smooth walls. The panels can be 
easily mounted to walls in a vertical position 
allowing creative control over the look and feel 
you want to create. 

  Designed and manufactured in the UK

  All screens are 8mm thick

  Made from 50% recycled PET

  Manufacturer’s 5 year guarantee

  All screens pass BS 5852: 2006 Clause 12,  
Ignition Source 5 (Crib 5)

  No formaldehyde binders

  Low VOCs

  Unique curved ridged design enhances  
acoustic properties

  Choice of different sizes

  Unique hook allowing easy installation to walls 

  Comes complete with steel rail and unique hook allowing 
easy installation

Other frame 
colours 
available for 
large quantities, 
please contact 
us for more 
information.

STEEL FRAME COLOURSCREEN COLOURS

LIGHT GREY DARK GREY

Other frame 
colours 
available for 
large quantities, 
please contact 
us for more 
information.

STEEL FRAME COLOURSCREEN COLOURS

LIGHT GREY DARK GREY

  Designed and manufactured in the UK

  All screens are 8mm thick

  Made from 50% recycled PET

  Manufacturer’s 5 year guarantee

  All screens pass BS 5852: 2006 Clause 12,  
Ignition Source 5 (Crib 5)

  No formaldehyde binders

  Low VOCs

  Unique curved ridged design enhances  
acoustic properties

  Choice of different sizes

  Very easy to install  

Diffuse wall panel

Diffuse ceiling raft
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 Öra Acoustic    Öra Acoustic   
 Surfaces Surfaces
Öra is our range of acoustic felt wall coverings 
designed with creativity and flexibility in mind.

  Options include 30 bird-inspired colours and a choice  
of stunning landscape murals for statement walls

  Innovative finishes including V cut, dual colour,  
fabric-wrapped and 3D options

  Öra V can be used as a single sheet or as  
a repeating pattern over several panels

  Available in 12mm and 24mm thickness

  Bespoke designs and printing to reflect client  
culture and branding

  Innovative way of introducing biophilic design  
elements to the built environment

Making Making 
Quiet Quiet 

BeautifulBeautiful

25

Öra V

Öra V dual

Öra V
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Öra V Öra plain

Öra V ZigZag

Öra V dual

Öra Mural
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TYG FABRIC-WRAPPED PANELSTYG FABRIC-WRAPPED PANELS
Create immediate visual impact with Tyg fabric-wrapped acoustic wall panels. 
Tyg delivers colour, texture and a little creative magic to any space. 

  Available as 12mm, 25mm or 50mm PET felt panels

  Core product can be used in both residential and commercial settings  
on walls and ceilings

  Can be wrapped with the fabric of your choice including Camira fabrics 

  Made from at least 60% recycled PET, bonded using heat rather than chemical binders

  Can be cut to a variety of shapes and sizes 

  Provides interior designers, architects and specifiers the ability to  
match existing furniture and upholstered seating 

29

Tyg fabric wrapped wall panelTyg fabric wrapped wall panel

Tyg fabric wrapped wall panel
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RESOUNDRESOUND
ReSound fabric wrapped acoustic range is 
a highly versatile, strong and cost-effective 
option for reducing reverberation and 
managing acoustics in any space including 
high density spaces such as restaurants, 
classrooms, lecture theatres and call 
centres. The ReSound range includes wall 
panels, ceiling rafts and ceiling baffles 
which can all be completely customised 
in terms of shape and size to match your 
specific design, helping to create a stunning 
seamless look whilst creating calm.

  56% post consumer waste recycled content

  Strong and extremely versatile

  Easy to install to walls and ceilings

  Bespoke shapes and sizes available

  Available in 25mm and 40mm thickness

  Excellent sound absorption performance  
(40mm thickness - Class A)

  Wide range of shapes, sizes and fabric  
finishes available

  Resistant to moisture, mould and mildew

  Formaldehyde free

  Made from glass fibre core

ReSound fabric wrapped ceiling Raft

ReSound fabric wrapped ceiling Raft

ReSound fabric wrapped ceiling raft

ReSound wall panel
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Öra 3d Öra 3d 
Öra 3D is a new collection of 3D designs 
delivering stunning visuals and textures 
to commercial interiors. Designs include 
a choice of geometric and organic shapes 
and patterns – ideal for projects that want 
a little bit more design magic on their walls 
whilst creating acoustic comfort.

  Available in 12mm  

  2400mm x 1200mm per panel

  Made from 60% recycled PET 

  Noise Reducing Co-efficient (NRC) 0.45

  Different mounting options available to  
increase NRC rating

  Innovative way to introduce visually interesting  
textures and patterns to schemes

  Manufacturer’s 5 year guarantee

  Not affected by moisture, mould or mildew

  No formaldehyde binders

  Low VOCs

  Easy to install with contact adhesive

  Fire Rating EN 13501-1:2007+a1:2009 - B, s1, d0  
    ASTM E84 -16 - Class A

  REACH: Pass

Öra 3D Öra 3D

Öra 3D

Öra 3D
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 FIKA  FIKA 
FIKA is a revolutionary new acoustic wall tile 
made from mycelium and hemp. Mycelium is 
a totally natural root-like structure of a fungus 
and industrial hemp is increasingly being 
grown as a more sustainable material option. 
FIKA tiles have been designed by our in-house 
designers and are grown in the UK. The tiles 
are 100% biodegradable and completely safe 
for use across all commercial settings.

  Made from totally natural materials mycelium and hemp

  100% Biodegradable (Biodegradable Product Institute 
Certified)

  Declared Red-List free

  VOC free

  Aldehyde free

  Designed in-house and grown in the UK exclusively  
for AllSfär

  Range of striking angular and curved designs available

  Easy to install using a simple screw mechanism

  Tiles can be rotated on site to create different designs

  Available in a range of Earthborn clay paint colours to 
match scheme palette and soft furnishings

  Very effective acoustic properties

34

FIKA mycelium wall tile - Dart

FIKA mycelium wall tile - Penta

FIKA mycelium wall tile - ZEN
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 Lull Acoustic   Lull Acoustic  
 Screens Screens
Using space efficiently will be key in the 
new office landscape. Lull suspended 
acoustic screens allow designers and 
architects to define different zones 
within open-plan spaces allowing people 
choice and flexibility over where they 
work, depending on the task and their 
personality style. 

  Easily hung to ceilings creating quiet, private zones 
ideal for focused work 

  Sliding track option allowing screens to move for 
added flexibility

  Provide an element of visual interest, texture and 
creativity to office spaces

  Feature a range of designs including geometric, 
biophilic and bespoke options 

  Ideal solution for efficient space organisation

  Made from 60% recycled PET from plastic bottles

  Completely safe for the office with no formaldehyde 
binders and low VOCs

  Reduce reverberation across open-plan, flexible  
and co-working spaces

Acoustic ZoningAcoustic Zoning

Lull suspended acoustic screens
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Lull acoustic screens can be easily suspended 
from ceilings to create floating walls and 
separate zones within open-plan spaces. The 
sliding track option allows you to create flexible 
zones that can be adapted to suit different 
needs. They are a great way of creating a space 
within a space as well as adding visual interest. 
Why not create a bespoke design to reflect client 
branding adding a little design flair to projects?

CREATING QUIET CREATING QUIET 
AND CALMAND CALM
CCREATING QUIET REATING QUIET 
AAND CALMND CALM

Lull suspended acoustic screens

Lull suspended acoustic screens Lull suspended acoustic screens

Lull suspended acoustic screens
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 Orbit Floor   Orbit Floor  
 standing screens  standing screens 
Our floor-standing screens are designed to 
be strong and versatile to ensure they meet 
the demands of today’s fast-changing work 
environments. The free-standing screens 
offer privacy and discretion and can be 
easily moved helping to create a calm, quiet 
space within busy open-plan offices. 

  Orbit screens are available in 24mm thickness

  Choose from 30 bird-inspired colours

  Made from 60% recycled PET from plastic bottles

  Help to improve concentration in busy offices

  No formaldehyde binders 

  Low VOCs

  Ideal for creating flexible spaces to maintain 
confidentiality and privacy

 Arc Acoustic   Arc Acoustic  
 Desk Screens Desk Screens
Our cutting-edge desk screens are available 
in a range of sizes, colours, designs and 
finishes including fabric-wrapped, V cut, 
printed. We can even cut out logos for a 
truly bespoke solution.

  All screens are made from 60% recycled PET  
from plastic bottles

  Available in 12mm and 24mm thickness

  30 nature-inspired colours to choose from

  Completely safe for the office with no formaldehyde 
binders and low VOCs

  Easily fit to all desk shapes and sizes

  Pinnable surface

  Designed and manufactured in the UK

Öra 3D floor standing screen

Orbit floor standing screen

Arc desk screen

Arc desk screens
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BLOM Acoustic  BLOM Acoustic  
PlanterPlanter
Blom is an acoustics planter with a difference. 
Due to its unique design, Blom allows us to use 
the waste and off-cuts from our production 
within the planter itself, increasing its acoustic 
capabilities and reducing waste at the same time.

Blom acoustic planters can be used in large and 
small spaces to create visual impact, connect 
the built environment to nature and improve 
acoustics and wellbeing. 

  Available in 12mm thickness

  Can accommodate either living or artificial plants  
– the choice is yours

  100% recycled plastic liner available for live plants.

  Made from at least 60% recycled PET

  Filled with PET off-cuts and waste, increasing its 
sustainable profile and acoustic properties

  Not affected by moisture, mould or mildew 

  No formaldehyde binders and low VOCs

  Innovative way to introduce biophilic design and  
connect to nature

  Available in a range of 30 colours making it easy to  
match client branding and soft furnishings

  Creative way to manage acoustics, create calm  
and promote wellbeing

Blom acoustic planter Blom acoustic planter

Blom acoustic planter

Blom acoustic planter
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 Acoustic Lighting  Acoustic Lighting 
Even small changes can make a big difference 
when it comes to acoustics and lighting is no 
exception. The eye-catching innovative design 
of Eclipse, POP and Blom light shades help 
create a comfortable acoustic environment, 
making managing noise levels and having 
private conversations easier in busy 
environments. 

  Eclipse available in 12mm thickness

  Pop available in 5mm thickness

  Blom available with linear design in 12mm thickness

  Made from 60% recycled PET from plastic bottles

  Available in 30 nature-inspired colours to match soft 
furnishings and colour schemes

  Unique designs incorporating rope cord for Eclipse, 
popper feature for POP and linear design for Blom 
lampshades

  All designs come complete with pendant

  Option to have a white lining for Eclipse for added 
acoustic absorption and added visual interest ACOUSTICACOUSTIC

             LIGHTING             LIGHTING
ACOACO
                                                  

POP Lightshade

Blom Lightshade

Eclipse Lightshade Pop Lightshade
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 Acoustic Art Acoustic Art
We’ve teamed up with abstract artist 
Swarez on a truly unique and dynamic 
range of acoustic art panels that will 
give any workplace the ’WOW’ factor.

  Access to exclusive works of art by  
abstract artist Swarez

  Class A acoustic rating

  Available in a range of sizes and colour  
palettes

  Affordable way to include unique art in  
into built environments

  See our website for the full range  
www.allsfar.com

Creative Creative 
AcousticsAcoustics

 ACOUSTIC PHOTOGRAPHY ACOUSTIC PHOTOGRAPHY
Our acoustic photography canvasses feature 
a range of stunning images by landscape 
photographer Richard Osbourne. The benefits of 
including images of nature are well-documented 
and include helping to reduce heart rate, stress 
and improve overall wellbeing.

  Stunning range of nature, landscapes and seascapes  
to choose from

  Connect to nature and create a sense of calm  
and tranquility

  Innovative solution for introducing biophilic design 
elements to the built environment

  Made from 60% recycled PET

  No formaldehyde binders

  Low VOCs

  Available in a range of sizes

  Not affected by moisture, mould or mildew

  Class A acoustic rating

  Fire Rating EN 13501-1:2007+a1:2009 - B, s1,  
d0 ASTM E84 -16 - Class A

  Reach: Pass

  See our website for the full range at www.allsfar.com

CreativCreativee  
AcoustiAcousticscs

Acoustic art Acoustic photography

Acoustic photography
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 Tex ACOUSTIC Tiles Tex ACOUSTIC Tiles
Tex Acoustic Tiles are hard-wearing and 
versatile with a range of shapes, sizes and 
colours allowing complete creative flexibility 
over the design and layout of the tiles. 
Rectangular tiles can be applied in a brick, 
herringbone, linear, vertical, horizontal and 
diagonal pattern and you can also use multiple 
colours to create visually striking effects.

  Available in 12mm and 24mm thickness

  Made from 60% recycled PET from plastic bottles

  Large range of designs to choose from or create  
a bespoke design

  Easy to install with contact adhesive

  No formaldehyde binders and low VOCs

  Fits snug around corners

TEX TILESTEX TILESTEX TILESTEX TILES

Tex Tiles Tex Tiles

Tex Tiles Tex Tiles
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  Made from 60% recycled PET felt

  No Formaldehyde binders

  LOW VOCs

  100% recyclable at end of product life

  All Diffuse Screens pass BS 5852:  
2006 Clause12, Ignition Source 5 (Crib 5)

  Fire Rating EN13501-1:2007+a1:2009 -  
B, s1, d0 ASTME84-16-Class A

  REACH: Pass

  WINNER - Mixology North 2023 Surface  
Product of the Year

  Environmental Product Declaration  
(EPD) available

  Made in Britain certified

  Available on NBS Platform for  
easy specification

Delivering Delivering 
Creativity, Creativity, 
Quality and Quality and 
SustainabilitySustainability
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See more 
in our London 

Showroom



Showroom
14 Baltic Street East, 

London, ECIY 0UJ

Head Office and Factory
Aspect Gate, 1 Olds Approach, 

Watford, WD18 9RF 

+44 (0)20 3889 9888 • hello@allsfar.com    

www.allsfar.com Lo
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http://www.allsfar.com

